We show that the potential of Nambu-Goldstone bosons can have two or more local minima e.g. at antipodal positions in the vacuum manifold. This happens in many models of composite Higgs and of composite Dark Matter. Trigonometric potentials lead to unusual features, such as symmetry non-restoration at high temperature. In some models, such as the minimal SO(5)/SO(4) composite Higgs with fermions in the fundamental representation, the two minima are degenerate giving cosmological domain-wall problems. Otherwise, an unusual cosmology arises, that can lead to supermassive primordial black holes; to vacuum or thermal decays; to a high-temperature phase of broken SU(2) L , possibly interesting for baryogenesis.
Introduction
Composite Higgs models (see e.g. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] ) and composite models of Dark Matter (see e.g. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] ) received recent attention. Our results will apply to both classes of models. In the introduction, for concreteness, we focus on composite Higgs models. In order to partially justify the smallness of the electro-weak scale, such models assume that the Higgs doublet H = (0, h)/ √ 2 is the pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson of some approximate (possibly accidental) global symmetry G broken to a sub-group H at a scale f by some strong dynamics, analogously to what happens with pions in QCD. The field space of composite scalars describes the bottom valley of the energy potential of the full theory, well approximated by a coset with a non-trivial topology e.g. a sphere. As a result, the low-energy effective field theory takes into account some effects beyond those of low-energy renormalizable theories: the Higgs gauge and Yukawa interactions present in the Standard Model (SM) are corrected by trigonometric functions; the potential, restricted for simplicity along the physical Higgs direction h = (2H † H) 1/2 with period 2πf can be written as a Fourier series in h
with the higher-order terms being sub-leading. If the lowest-periodicity term V 1 dominates, the potential has a single minimum: this happens for pions in QCD. In composite Higgs models, instead, the Higgs mass M h must be somehow smaller than the compositeness scale f . Then V 1 cannot dominate and higher order terms can generate extra local minima. In many models V 2 dominates, giving rise to two nearly-antipodal local minima in the coset: the SM minimum at h = v f , and an anti-SM minimum at h ≈ f π. A compositeness scale f larger than the Higgs mass M h comes at a price of a tuning of order f 2 /v 2 . Therefore, there is a range of temperatures T < ∼ 4πf where quantum and thermal corrections are computable in terms of low-energy degrees of freedom. This will allow us to compute the new interesting cosmological effects related to the two minima in the Higgs potential.
An unusual feature specific of composite models is that thermal corrections do not select h = 0 'burning' the vacuum at h ∼ f π: both minima remain present in the thermal potential. As we will see in the following, this leads to a number of interesting cosmological consequences.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we focus on the Higgs potential (including thermal corrections) in composite Higgs models. In most models, the coset includes extra scalars. In section 3 we extend the discussion studying the potential in the full coset, considering both composite Higgs models and composite Dark Matter models. Cosmological implications are discussed in section 4. Conclusions are given in section 5.
Higgs potential in composite Higgs models
Composite Higgs models are often studied from a low-energy effective theory perspective, as present experiments only offer bounds from this limited point of view. An effective theorist can assume the pattern of global symmetries G /H needed to get the desired phenomenological outcome. Often, complicated constructions with extra custodial and other symmetries are proposed in order to keep f as low as possible, as a f v comes with a fine-tuning of order (f /v) 2 . Given the bounds from LHC, we will not limit our study to a TeV-scale f , as a much larger scale could arise for anthropic reasons.
The minimal model assumes an SO(5)/ SO(4) coset [2, 4] : no known confining gauge theory in 3+1 dimensions provides such symmetry structure. One can wonder if the low-energy models might lie in a 4-dimensional swampland. Constructions with warped extra dimensions reduce to effective theories with SO(5)/ SO(4) structure, when described by an observer living on a 4-dimensional brane. As we will see, these models generate two vacua at h = 0 and h = f π. In appendix A we show that these are distinct points in field space, like the North and South pole of the Earth. The two vacua are non-degenerate in models with spinorial representations [2] , as they have double periodicity. As such models are subject to strong constraints from electroweak precision tests of b L couplings, ref. [3, 4] proposed models based on a 5 representation: in these models minima are degenerate, giving rise to possible domain-wall problems in cosmology. Lifting the degeneracy is difficult, because low-energy global symmetries are gauge symmetries in the warped extra dimensions.
The first fully realistic fundamental theories of composite Higgs have been proposed in [8] , employing a new gauge interaction G DC to get the new strong dynamics, and fundamental scalars to get the needed flavour structure. This restricts the possible accidental global symmetries G /H [8] : for example N F 'flavours' of techni-fermions give SU(N F ) L ⊗ SU(N F ) R / SU(N F ) for G DC = SU(N c ) gauge groups; SU(N F )/ SO(N F ) for SO(N c ) gauge groups; SU(N F )/ Sp(N F ) for Sp(N c ) gauge groups. Other composite particles do not lie in arbitrary representations.
Furthermore (as in QCD) the global symmetry can be broken by dark-quark masses giving a specific UV-dominated contribution to the pseudo-Goldstone potential that allows to remove the minimum at h ≈ f π or to make it non-degenerate.
1
While models are sometimes complicated, their final results needed for our study can be understood in a simple way, as we now discuss.
Gauge interactions
For symmetric cosets the Nambu-Goldstone bosons (that include the Higgs doublet H) can be parametrised with the unitary matrix U = exp (2iΠ/f ) where Π = Tâπâ are the broken generators. Their gauge-covariant kinetic term is
This Higgs boson h is 2πf periodic in the coset but different periodicities for M W and, as we will see, for the potential are possible. In the model of [1] based on G /H = SU(5)/SO(5), one finds
such that M W = 0 only at h = 0. In other models [2, 4, 8] 
such that M W vanishes at h = {0, f π}. At the latter point the matrix U is diagonal with elements equal to either 1 or −1, giving rise to the periodicity πf in eq. (2). The above two functions M W (h) reduce to the SM expression for h → 0 and have periodicities 2πf /N with N = {1, 2}. Other periodicities might arise in other models.
Yukawa interactions
The top Yukawa interaction depends on extra group theory and model details, such as the embedding of top quarks, and how many insertions of U are necessary to obtain the top 1 Such terms might vanish if one demands that all mass scales are dynamically generated. Yukawa interaction. At the end, the various possibilities again simply correspond to the lowest coefficients in a Fourier series. The SM expression of M t (h)tt generalizes to
where, in each given model and coset, only one term is usually present. Different periodicities might be possible in fundamental composite Higgs theories, depending on the confining gauge group [8] . The top mass vanishes at h = 0 and, in the second (third) possibility, also at h = f π (f π/2), with implications for quantum and thermal potentials.
SM loop contributions to the Higgs potential
The SM gauge couplings, g 2,Y , and the top Yukawa y t are sizeable and explicitly break the approximate global symmetry G generating at quantum level the SM Higgs potential. The (often) dominant part of the Higgs potential can be roughly estimated, without doing any new computation, from the quadratically divergent part of the one-loop Coleman-Weinberg SM potential [18] , replacing the SM expressions for M W,Z,t (h) with the coset-generalized masses M W,Z,t (h) given in the previous section, and introducing two cut-offs Λ gauge and Λ top of the order of the compositeness scale:
The · · · denote smaller low-energy terms of order M 4 W,Z,t ln M 2 W,Z,t as well as, crucially, extra breaking effects unrelated to the low-energy SM couplings such as higher-order corrections to fermion kinetic terms. These give significant contributions because V is given by powerdivergent quantum corrections, as discussed in section 2.1.2. By using formulas such as sin 2 x = (1 − cos 2x)/2 the potential is brought to the form of eq. (1). In the next sections we discuss the approximations that lead to eq. (5).
The composite-Higgs thermal potential V T (h) can be obtained at one-loop from its SM expression (see e.g. [19] ) with the same trick of promoting the SM expressions for M W,Z,t (h) to their coset-generalized extensions:
reducing to the usual thermal mass. This is a good approximation around the minima: we see that the thermal corrections to the potential give a minimum at all values of h such that M W,Z,t = 0. In many models this includes h = f π together with h = 0.
Gauge contribution
We now discuss more precisely the gauge contribution to the potential. In the Landau gauge, only the transverse part of the effective gauge Lagrangian contributes. The quadratic Lagrangian in momentum space (keeping only the transverse part) can be written as
where we neglected the momentum dependence of form factors originating from the strong dynamics 3 and reabsorbed Higgs-independent terms into the renormalization of the gauge fields.
The leading contributions to (8) originate from the gauge kinetic Lagrangian and from eq. (2). Higher-order corrections, including Higgs-dependent wave-functions, can be absorbed into the function M A (h) and, as such, are sub-leading with respect to the tree-level contribution in eq. (2). The Coleman-Weinberg potential obtained from eq. (8) is
which gives eq. (5). The finite-temperature part of the potential can be obtained from the analogous of eq. (9a), in a well-defined and calculable way, since the momentum integrals are cut by T f Λ, obtaining eq. (6).
Yukawa contribution
A more precise estimate of top-Yukawa power-divergent corrections can be obtained considering the general form of the effective Lagrangian for the top-quark sector and h. Corrections Z Q and Z U to top quark kinetic terms can also be relevant (in the fundamental theory of [8] this happens when their dark-Yukawa couplings are large enough), such that
In the limit of interest E Λ we can neglect the momentum-dependence of the wavefunctions, as above. In this approximation we absorbed the Higgs-independent effects in the renormalization of the fermion fields. The functions Z Q (h), Z U (h) are model-dependent trigonometric functions, multiplied by possibly small coefficients. The expansion makes sense if they are sufficiently smaller than 1. At zero temperature, the Coleman-Weinberg potential obtained from (10) is
In the limit of negligible Z Q,U this reduces to eq. (5). In general, the term of order Λ
. In the models of [2, 4] small Z Q,U are required to obtain the phenomenologically interesting situation v f . In some models in [8] Z Q,U can be neglected being further suppressed by m F /Λ, f 2 /Λ 2 .
Again, the finite-temperature part of the potential can be obtained from the analogous of eq. (11a) in a well-defined way. The terms depending on only the wavefunctions are proportional to T 4 and can be generically neglected for T f , with respect to the term depending on M 2 t , that contains thermal-mass contributions O(T 2 f 2 ). We thus have:
that gives eq. (6). Therefore, for the thermal correction we only need to consider the different possibilities for the function M t (h).
General parametrization of the Higgs potential
Without loss of generality we can assume that the SM-like minimum lies at h f . Expanding eq. (1) in this limit (corresponding to U = 1 I) the potential reduces to the SM form
with
Expanding around the antipode h = πf gives the same potential with Different models generate different combinations of the coefficients V n . For our purposes it is general enough to include the Fourier terms with n = {0, 1, 2, 4} in the Higgs potential of eq. (1). 4 Higher order terms in the potential and kinetic energy are suppressed by higher powers of the couplings. Focusing on h, a generic kinetic term can be made canonical through a field redefinition that affects V 4 and higher-order terms in the potential. The lowest frequency V 1 is generated with large coefficient
by SM gauge interactions in the model of [1] (see eq. (3a) and eq. (5)). In other models it can be generated by UV-effects with possibly small coefficients: in the fundamental theories of [8] it arises proportionally to dark-fermion masses as V 1 /f 4 ∼ M Q /f . In effective models V 1 arises in the presence of specific representations, e.g. a 4 if G /H = SO(5)/ SO(4) [2] . In the models of [2, 4, 8] • the SM Higgs quartic equals λ ≈ 0.086 when renormalized at 2 TeV in the MS scheme [20] . In models where SM gauge interactions contribute as
Then the form of the tuned potential (up to an overall rescaling, if the value of λ is ignored) is 4 Matching to more standard notations (as e.g. in [5] ), the potential including the lowest Fourier modes can be also written as
determined by the free parameter
Fig . 1 shows the various possibilities. The SM minimum is the global minimum for X > 0 and is a local minimum for X < 0. For X = 0 it is degenerate with the extra minimum at h = f π.
For growing X such extra minimum shifts towards smaller f and finally disappears for X > 1.
In conclusion, an interesting structure of non-degenerate minima is obtained for
. While some models tend to generate |V 2 | |V 4 |, their authors consider an accidentally small V 2 ∼ V 4 in order to get M h f .
Potential of multiple pseudo-Goldstone bosons
The previous discussion considered the potential along the Higgs direction, with extra pseudoGoldstones set to zero. If present, they can qualitatively change the conclusions: connecting the Higgs minima through different trajectories; give new minima, etc. Singlets neutral under the SM gauge interactions can be especially light and relevant. Their presence and potential is model dependent. In section 3.1 we consider the next-to-minimal composite Higgs model. In section 3.2 we consider fundamental models based on SU(N c ) strong gauge interactions.
Composite Higgs with SO(6)/SO(5)
The next-to-minimal composite Higgs model is based on the symmetry breaking pattern G /H = SO(6)/ SO(5) [21, 22] . The 5 Goldstone bosons H and η can be described by a real vector Φ with 6 components and fixed length f . The electro-weak symmetry group acts on its first four components. In the unitary gauge H reduces to h, and the coset is conveniently parametrised in terms of two spherical angles ϕ and ψ that depend on h and η
so that
Fermion masses are model dependent. For composite fermions in the 6 of SO(6) a unique embedding of t L exists while t R can couple to two different singlets corresponding to the fifth and sixth components of a vector. Denoting with α the angle one finds
The potential generated by SM gauge interactions has the form where c 1 is generated by gauge and top left couplings; c 2 by top right couplings; c 3 by the top Yukawa. Thus, the Yukawa contributions correspond respectively to the first, second and third terms in eq. (11b). Along ψ = 0 we have ϕ = h/f and the potential is identical to the potential of the minimal composite Higgs, with its two anti-podal minima at ϕ = 0, π. Increasing ψ the potential barrier gets parametrically smaller, by an amount that depends on the model-dependent parameter α. For α = π/4 the barrier disappears along the direction ψ = π/2. In this limit the singlet is an exact Goldstone boson and the antipodal points are connected through a valley of minima, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 2 .
The singlet η is anomalous under QCD behaving as an electro-weak axion (unless f v). Therefore a breaking of its shift symmetry is phenomenologically necessary; a barrier between the two minima is present for α = π/4, as shown in the right panel of fig. 2 . The two minima are degenerate: a small splitting can be obtained breaking the Z 2 symmetry, for example coupling the SM fermions to a 4 of SO (6) .
This example shows a general phenomenon: in the presence of extra pseudo-Goldstones the topology of the vacuum can change, connecting minima along new paths. Bosons charged under G SM typically acquire potential barriers due to gauge loops, so they are not expected to change the qualitative features of the Higgs barriers but possibly introducing new local minima. Singlets on the other hand can have a small potential since their couplings to SM fermions are model dependent: if they (approximately) preserve G , the local minima connected by η can dominantly tunnel along the singlet direction rather than through the Higgs barrier. The opposite is obtained if the barrier along the singlet direction is large enough. The intermediate situation with comparable barriers requires a multi-field treatment.
QCD-like theories
In order to extend the discussion to fundamental theories with multiple Goldstones, we focus on those based on a 'dark-color' strong SU(N c ) gauge group with N F 'dark-flavours' of dark-quarks in the (anti)fundamental of SU(N c ), collectively denoted as Q. We assume that dark-quarks are charged under the SM gauge group G SM forming a vector-like representation such that they can have masses M Q and the new strong dynamics does not break G SM . These theories have been studied to construct models where dark matter is an accidentally stable bound state of the new strong dynamics [11] . Furthermore, theories of composite Higgs are obtained in the presence of extra 'dark scalars' S [8]: we here assume that these do not lead to extra Goldstone bosons.
The pseudo-Goldstone coset
can be parametrised by a unitary matrix U with unit determinant and thereby has the same topology as SU(N F ).
Up to O(E/f )
2 the low energy effective Lagrangian is
V mass is generated by constituent masses
, and V Yukawa by Yukawa interactions in the fundamental theory, either with the SM Higgs or with dark-colored scalars S (as needed to get SM fermion masses in theories of composite Higgs [8] ). The SU(N c ) gauge theory can have a non-vanishing θ angle. Its effects can be included rotating θ to the dark quark mass matrix, that becomesM Q = e iθ/N F M Q with M Q a diagonal matrix with positive entries. V gauge is proportional to the squared mass matrix M 2 V of gauge bosons generated by the U background. The generators of the SM gauge group are N F × N F matrices T b determined by the SM gauge quantum numbers of Q; g b are the SM gauge couplings, and g * ∼ 4π/ √ N c is the effective strong coupling.
To study the vacuum of the theory we consider first the gauge contribution, as it satisfies general properties: V gauge is minimal for configurations that do not break the gauge group G SM [23] . This implies that the minima of the gauge potential correspond to unitary matrices U block diagonal over each G SM representation in Q. The N F centers of the flavour group Figure 3 : Energy of the stationary points of the pseudo-Golstone potential generate by dark quark masses, eq. (22), in a theory with 3 degenerate flavours. The two minima along η (blue and yellow lines) level-cross at θ = π so that the ground state has a cusp singularity. For π/2 < θ < 3/2π they are minima of the full potential. Green and red lines are always maxima.
are always minima of V gauge . In addition if Q consists of r reducible representations under G SM , the dark pions include r − 1 singlets, named η's (the r-th singlet being the heavy η ), whose generators are block diagonal traceless matrices, and that do not receive mass from V gauge . Extra singlets exist if Q includes multiple copies of the same representation.
Mass terms and Yukawa couplings can lift the degeneracy of singlets leading to local minima separated by potential barriers. In appendix B we explicitly compute models with N F = 2 and 3 flavours, finding a variety of behaviours: there is only one minimum in some models for some values of their parameters (this is the case of QCD); in some cases there are valleys of minima, in some other cases there are multiple local minima separated by potential barriers.
For what concerns the minima generated by mass terms the discussion depends crucially on the θ angle in the dark sector, see appendix B.1 for a derivation and more details. Let us consider, for simplicity, a theory with 3 flavours and degenerate masses M Q , and focus on the pseudo-Goldstone η associated to λ 8 (normalised as U = exp(iηλ 8 / √ 3f ) such that its periodicity is 2πf ). Keeping all other dark pions at the origin, its potential is
Although not manifest at first sight, physics is periodic in θ with period 2π since
Therefore a rotation θ → θ+2π corresponds to a shift in the compact field η. The potential (22) for θ = 0 has a global minimum at η = 0, a local minimum at η = πf and two degenerate maxima at the other two centers η/f = 2π/3, 4π/3. Since a shift θ → θ + 3π corresponds to flipping the sign of the constituent masses M Q → −M Q (and therefore V mass → −V mass ), for θ = π the potential (22) has two degenerate minima. These are shifted to the centers η/f = 0, 4π/3 because of eq. (23), whereas there is a maximum at η/f = 2π/3. For θ ≈ π the two minima get split by ∆V
The potential of the stationary points as a function of θ is shown in fig. 3 . Starting from θ = 0 the energy of the two minima along η (blue and yellow lines) gets closer to each other until they cross at θ = π, with the two points remaining distinct. On the other hand, the local minimum (yellow line) and one of the maxima (green line) merge into a single point at θ = π/2, which is a saddle point along η. For pi/2 < θ < 3π/2 the minima along η are true minima of the full V mass .
Summarising, for negligible gauge and Yukawa contributions V mass has two degenerate minima for θ = π, which become non-degenerate for θ = π. In the presence of gauge or Yukawa interactions, multiple minima (degenerate or not) can exist for any value of θ.
Theories with the Higgs and composite scalars
Finally, it is interesting to study what happens in theories that feature the SM elementary Higgs doublet H together with pseudo-Goldstone bosons. We will see that the Higgs can participate in their possible multiple minima, giving rise to multiple vacua that break differently the electroweak group.
In models where the new constituent fermions Q have Yukawa couplings QQH, the pseudoGoldstone bosons include a scalar π 2 with the same quantum numbers as the Higgs. The light Higgs doublet is in general a linear combination of H and π 2 [24, 25] . If the mixing is large, it has a phenomenology similar to a composite Higgs.
For example, we consider a model with N F = 3 where Q = Q L ⊕ Q N has the same G SM quantum numbers of the SM lepton doublet L and of a right-handed neutrino N [24, 26] . The fundamental Lagrangian contains
Expanding the low-energy effective Lagrangian around the origin, H mixes with π 2
f can only be tuned around a single minimum of the strong sector; at the other minima the weak gauge symmetry can be preserved or badly broken. For 1 the light Higgs is mostly composite and the electro-weak symmetry is broken if the mass matrix has a negative eigenvalue. Also in this case the tuning can be enforced around a minimum, while the other induces a second local minimum of the composite Higgs.
Cosmology
In the previous sections we found that, in theories where the scalar field space has a nontrivial topology, the potential can have multiple local minima which can be degenerate or not; separated by potential barriers or not. We here explore the consequent cosmology.
A phase transition is expected to happen at a critical temperature T cr ∼ Λ ∼ 4πf , below which the Higgs exists as a composite particle. This physics depends on the strong dynamics, which is model dependent.
We focus on lower temperatures, where the possible presence of two or more inequivalent local minima in the Higgs potential can leave cosmological signatures. The Higgs potential at finite temperature is reliably computable in the effective theory roughly up to temperatures T < ∼ Λ ∼ 4πf . Thermal corrections are significant at T > ∼ f in the whole coset, and at T > ∼ M h locally around the SM minimum with tuned M h f . Usually, thermal corrections to the SM Higgs potential are roughly approximated by a thermal mass O(T ) 2 h 2 that selects h = 0 as the only minimum, as this is the vacuum expectation value that makes massless the W, Z, t particles that interact with the Higgs boson. The case of a pseudo-Goldstone boson is special: in the symmetric limit all points in the coset are equivalent, and interactions that break the accidental global symmetry have a more complex structure that allows for extra local minima. The part of the potential generated by interactions with heavy particles receives negligible thermal corrections. The part of the potential induced by interactions with light SM particles receives special thermal corrections. Focusing, for simplicity, on the Higgs direction, multiple minima can arise around those field values at which the W, Z and/or the top quark become massless. In such a case the thermal potential given in eq. (6) can have the same multiple minima, separated by increasing barriers at large T .
Different cosmologies are possible, mainly depending on whether the compositeness phase transition happened before, after or during cosmological inflation with Hubble constant H infl driven by a vacuum energy V infl . Assuming that inflation starts from a cooling thermal bath with g * degrees of freedom, it begins at temperature T infl given by
and ends giving a reheating temperature
the inflaton decay width Γ infl is smaller than H infl . The three main cases correspond to 1. inflation after the compositeness phase transition if T RH ≤ T infl < f ; 2. inflation before the compositeness phase transition if f < T RH ≤ T infl ;
3. inflation during the compositeness phase transition if T RH < f < T infl .
A case-by-case discussion would be lengthy. We prefer to highlight the new features that arise at the compositeness phase transition, and that can be specialised to the various cases.
Compositness phase transition
What happens at T ∼ f can be described by the effective field theory. The Universe randomly splits into domains of the various vacua forming domains with typical size R 0 separated by domain walls. The size R 0 is an important quantity which depends on details of the strong phase transition that leads to the appearance of composite scalars. It can be described by a QCD-like σ field with mass M σ (T ). Regions have characteristic size R 0 ∼ 1/M σ . This is not necessarily microscopic: σ is massless at the critical temperature (when the co-set starts appearing) if the phase transition is of second order. The size of domains is then limited by the time variation of the cosmological temperature. Adapting the Kibble-Zurek computation [27, 28] (see also [29] ) to a generic Hubble constant H at the phase transition, we find that the size of bubbles
depends on critical exponents ν, µ that describe how the correlation length ξ and the relaxation time τ formally diverge close to the phase transition at temperature T cr and time t cr :
Sufficiently far from the phase transition the relaxation time is microscopic, so that the system evolves by a sequence of equilibrium states. Because of the cooling due to the Hubble expansion the phase transition is crossed at a finite rate. At a time t cr − τ close to the phase transition correlations freeze and determine the correlation length
having used T ∝ 1/a and thereby dT /dt = −HT . This gives the first term in eq. (28) . Due to lack of causal contact, R 0 must be below the Hubble scale 1/H. A first-order phase transition and a microscopic R 0 is obtained for p → 0. For a secondorder transition ν = 1/(2 − γ) where γ is the anomalous dimension of the squared mass of the order parameter. In the 'classical' Ginzburg-Landau limit ν = µ = 1/2, such that p = 1/3. In reasonable models p < 1, such that R 0 1/H whenever H f , in particular during a thermal phase with H ∼ T 2 /M Pl .
Bubbles with R 0 1/H: microscopic black holes
We next study how domains with typical size R 0 evolve. We here consider the case of microscopic domains, R 0 1/H: their evolution can be studied neglecting cosmology. Assuming, for simplicity, a spherical bubble of false vacuum with thin-wall with surface tension σ ∼ f 3 , the time evolution of its radius R is dictated by the conservation of its mass/energy (see e.g. [30, 31] )
The first term combines the surface and kinetic energy (we neglect an extra term relevant on cosmological scales); the second term is the mass excess, the latter term is the gravitational energy of the wall, where
Pl is the Newton constant. ImposingṀ = 0 gives the classical equation of motion: the deeper vacuum expands into the false vacua because vacuum energies have negative pressure. Unless the energy difference is very small (the special case of quasi-degenerate vacua will be considered in section 4.2) a bubble of false vacuum shrinks with velocityṘ which soon becomes relativistic, and thereby on a time-scale much smaller than H.
The bubble can either disappear or form a black hole, if its Schwarzschild radius R S ≡ 2GM is larger than the fundamental scale 1/f , assuming that the vacuum decay rate is negligible, and that walls shrink loosing negligible energy to matter in the plasma, such that all the initial energy M remains constant, becoming kinetic energy of walls. In such a case a black hole forms when its radius R becomes smaller than R S . In conclusion black holes are formed for
Pl /f . Ignoring accretion, such black hole quickly evaporate in a time t ev ∼ G 2 M 3 emitting Hawking radiation with temperature T ∼ 1/R S .
In conclusion, small (sub-horizon) bubbles of false vacuum just disappear, and the Universe gets filled by the true vacuum. An acceptable cosmology is obtained when the potential parameter X = −V 1 /8V 4 is positive (cf. fig. 1 ), as it means that the SM vacuum is the deepest vacuum.
Bubbles with R 0 < ∼ 1/H: macroscopic black holes A more interesting situation happens if domains have horizon size R 0 ∼ 1/H: according to eq. (28) this only happens for H ∼ f . Such a possibility is realised if the compositeness phase transition occurs during inflation, assuming that it starts from a thermal phase with temperature T infl ∼ (M Pl H) 1/2 much larger than f and proceeds with an exponential cooling, T ≈ T infl e −N after N e-folds of inflation. Notice that H ∼ f needs either a low-scale inflation model (e.g. H ∼ f ∼ few × TeV) or a compositeness scale f much above the weak scale, if H ∼ 10 13 GeV as in simplest inflationary models. We actually assume that the inflationary Hubble rate is mildly smaller than f , such that the dynamics of composite scalars is dominated by classical motion, rather than by inflationary fluctuations δh ∼ H/2π. This is also the situation that leads to black-hole signals compatible with existing data, as we now discuss.
In such a case most bubbles have sub-horizon size R 0 < ∼ 1/H: as discussed in the previous section they shrink forming small black holes that evaporate. 5 However, rare bubbles have size R 0 larger than the correlation length ξ just because nearby regions can accidentally fluctuate in the same way with exponentially suppressed probability [34] 
for α ∼ 1.
Another effect helps some bubbles to reach Hubble size: a bubble formed during inflation at time t cr with radius R 0 initially does not shrink because of thermal friction. The friction pressure is ∼ṘT 4 , whereas the pressure to the energy difference between the minima is ∼ V 1 .
Therefore, a bubble with initial size R 0 keeps inflating down to
1 . If R s > ∼ 1/H, the bubble inflates following the de Sitter geometry. At the end of inflation, it can reach a large cosmological size. After inflation the true vacuum expands, and the bubble shrinks to a macroscopic black hole. This happens with non-negligible (but suppressed) probability if
but not much smaller than this, with again the first-order phase transition case recovered for p → 0. Let us estimate the mass and density of the population of such primordial black holes. Denoting as N before ∼ ln T infl /f the number of e-folds before the compositeness phase transition, inflation lasts N = N before + N after e-folds. At the end of inflation, bubbles inflated to radius R ∼ e N after /H and have mass:
having assumed eq. (27) . Ignoring accretion, black holes make a fraction ∼ ℘ of the inflationary energy density, such that their density is below the present dark matter density for ℘ < ∼ T eq /T RH ∼ 10 −13 (10 TeV/T RH ) where T eq ∼ 0.7 eV is the temperature at matter/radiation equality, and ℘ is given in eq. (33) and depends exponentially on model parameters.
5 Black holes formed during inflation expands only mildly [32, 33] , due to the change in H as the inflaton rolls down its potential. We estimate their mass increase to be ∆M ∼ HM 2 /M
(Quasi)degenerate minima and domain walls
In the previous discussion we assumed that composite scalars have a potential with nondegenerate minima, finding that the deeper minimum expands into the false vacua. As discussed in sections 2 and 3 some composite Higgs models (such as the minimal SO(5)/ SO(4) model of [4] and the next-to-minimal SO(6)/ SO(5) model of [21] with fermions in the fundamental representation) predict degenerate vacua, which corresponds to the parameter X = 0 in the notation of fig. 1 . We here explore what happens in this situation. The compositeness phase transition leads to domain walls similar to the Z 2 -walls discussed in [35, 36] . Since the system is above the percolation threshold there is a single domain wall per horizon much larger than the correlation length of the phase transition [37] while the number density of finite closed walls is exponentially suppressed. The evolution of the wall is governed by the pressure p T due to wall tension (which tends to minimise the wall area) and by the frictional pressure p F with the surrounding medium. The former is p T ∼ σ/R, where σ ∼ f 3 is the wall tension and R is the radius of curvature of the wall structure, and the latter is p F ∼ vT 4 , where v is the wall velocity and T the temperature of the surrounding medium.
At very early times the walls are over-damped and their velocity is determined by the balance of the two forces
Pl ). The region over which the wall is smoothed out at time t is vt and hence it grows with time as R(t)
Pl . The contribution of the walls to the energy density is then
, which normalized to the critical energy density ρ cr ∼ M (5), as well as the next-to-minimal SO(6)/SO(5) model of [21] with fermions in the 6, are excluded by their unacceptable cosmology, unless inflation occurs at very low scale, after the composite phase transition.
A possible way out is a small difference V (h = 0) − V (h = πf ) = 2V 1 between the energy densities of the two vacua, so that the deepest vacuum dominates and the wall disappears. The corresponding pressure on the wall is 2V 1 , which must overcome the wall tension before the domain wall starts to dominate the energy density. Hence, one obtains the condition [37] [38] [39] 
A parametrically different bound is obtained requiring that the domain wall disappears before nucleosynthesis (R H ∼ M Pl /T 2 BBN , with T BBN ∼ 1 MeV): Figure 4 : Action of the bounce for quantum vacuum decay at zero temperature as function of the free parameter X defined in eq. (15). Cosmologically fast rates are obtained for S 4 < ∼ 400.
In conclusion, a small |V 1 /f 4 | is enough to remove the domain wall issue. In both the minimal [4] and next-to-minimal [21] composite Higgs models non-degeneracy can be achieved by introducing almost-decoupled fermions in the spinorial representation of SO (5) and SO (6), respectively.
Bubbles filling the observable Universe
As discussed previously, false vacuum bubbles can become exponentially large when (after inflation) true vacuum expands in them: an observer outside sees a black hole remnant. According to general relativity the interior is not affected by classical expansion of the true vacuum, and forms a baby Universe [30] . Another possibility is then that our observable Universe was inside a false vacuum bubble. This is possible provided that quantum or thermal tunnelling (ignored so far) towards the true vacuum is fast enough. The answer is model-dependent.
Quantum vacuum decay
The space-time density of vacuum decay probability is approximated by dp/d
where S 4 is the Euclidean action of the bounce, a classical solution that interpolates between the minima [41] . This extends straightforwardly to a scalar field space that forms a coset with non-trivial topology. Let us focus on the composite Higgs. We can conveniently work in the basis where h has a canonical kinetic term: the Higgs potential of eq. (1) depends on cos nh/f , so that it is convenient to rescale the space-time coordinates x µ and h(x µ ) = fh(x µ / √ λf ) to dimension-less variablesh andx µ . The Euclidean action becomes
where λ is a free parameter that can be used to get rid of the overall scale in V , such that the Higgs potential with tuned M h f only depends on X = −V 1 /8V 4 , as defined in eq. (15) . We choose λ equal to the Higgs quartic coupling of eq. (13). The O(4)-invariant bounce solution is computed numerically and plugged into eq. (38) obtaining the bounce action S 4 plotted in fig. 4 . Given that λ ∼ 0.1, vacuum decay is cosmologically fast for 0.98 < ∼ X ≤ 1, which corresponds to a small enough potential barrier. In this restricted range of X we can live in a large bubble of false vacuum that decayed fast enough to the SM vacuum.
A metastable SM vacuum (X < 0) can also be long-lived enough to be cosmologically acceptable.
Thermal tunneling
The rate for vacuum decay at finite temperature is computed from the thermal potential, finding a bounce solution with periodicity 1/T in the Euclidean time direction. Thereby the O(4)-invariant bounce remains the dominant configuration at T f , while at T f (T 0.1f in composite Higgs) the dominant configuration is O(3)-invariant and constant in Euclidean time, with action S 3 /T (see e.g. [19] ): where V T is the thermal contribution to the potential. Depending on the shape of the potential, more complicated configurations can be relevant at intermediate temperatures [42] .
Usually a faster thermal decay arises at temperatures above the mass scale in the potential. Furthermore, thermal corrections to the potential usually tend to remove the false vacuum. As discussed at the beginning of section 4, the case of a pseudo-Goldstone boson is special: the thermal potential given in eq. (6) can have multiple minima, separated by increasing barriers at large T . Details are model-dependent and fig. 5 shows an example in this direction. Considering models [2, 8] where This can in principle realise the idea of electro-weak baryogenesis above the weak scale [43] [44] [45] without requiring a large number of fields.
Consider, for example, a model where M t = 0 but M W = 0 at the T = 0 false vacuum at h ∼ πf . If at high temperature T ∼ f this becomes the deepest minimum, the compositeness phase transition will populate it (with the microscopic bubbles of h 0 shrinking fast). At h πf the electro-weak gauge bosons have large masses ∼ f , so that the sphalerons are suppressed and electro-weak baryogenesis can take place, if the composite phase transition is first-order and sufficient CP violation is present. At low temperatures the SM minimum h = v f becomes the global minimum and populates the Universe, either by rolling or tunnelling. If this happens at a temperature T 130 GeV electro-weak sphalerons remain frozen and the baryon asymmetry is not washed out. As argued in [45] , the advantage of having electro-weak baryogenesis well above the weak scale is that the required CP violation is much less constrained than in the increasingly challenged models at the weak scale.
However, we find it difficult to realize this scenario quantitatively in the models considered in this work: the Higgs field must be at the h = πf minimum until temperatures T 130 GeV, i.e. T /f 0.04 for the phenomenologically acceptable values f 3 TeV. Instead, for the models considered here we find that, according to parameters, tunnelling either occurs for T /f 0.1 or does not occur altogether (see fig.s 4-6 ). Exploring this possibility in more complicated models, possibly involving more scalar fields, goes beyond the scope of this work and might be done elsewhere.
Conclusions
Pseudo-Goldstone bosons, such as the composite scalars arising from new strong dynamics, can be described by low-energy effective theories where the scalar field space forms a coset with non-trivial topology. We found that their scalar potential can have multiple minima. Selecting one scalar, its field space forms a circle along which its kinetic term can be made canonical: in this basis its interactions with SM vectors and fermions and its potential contain 'trigonometric' terms that go beyond the polynomial terms of low-energy renormalizable theories.
In section 2 we considered the potential of a composite Higgs boson: for phenomenological reasons the trigonometric potential of eq. (1) cannot be dominated by the term with largest period, such that terms with smaller periodicities can give rise to multiple minima. We provided simple expressions for the quantum and thermal corrections to the potential generated by lowenergy Higgs interactions with the W, Z bosons and with the top quark, parameterized in eq. (3) In section 3 we considered the potential along the full coset in different models, relevant for composite Higgs and/or composite Dark Matter. We found a variety of behaviours. In the composite Higgs model based on SO(6)/SO(5) the two minima of the Higgs potential get connected by another scalar: its potential can have or not have a barrier, as exemplified in fig. 2 . We also considered models where an SU(N c ) new strong gauge interaction and N F flavours of 'dark quarks' leads to a coset with SU(N F ) topology, equal to S 3 for N F = 2 and to S 3 × S 5 for N F = 3. Even if dark quarks are charged under the SM gauge group, the gauge contribution to the pseudo-Goldstone potential has minima at the N F centers of SU(N F ) and along singlet directions. Dark quark masses and/or the θ angle of the strong gauge group and/or Yukawa interactions can break their degeneracy. Various cases have been explicitly computed in appendix B, finding a variety of behaviours which includes multiple local minima.
In section 4 we explored the cosmological consequences. An interesting feature of pseudoGoldstone potentials is that multiple minima tend to remain present at finite temperature and with higher barrier, because thermal corrections to the potential are generated by interactions with particles (the SM vector bosons, the top quark, etc.) that are light at multiple point in the coset field space. Degenerate minima lead to problematic domain wall issues, unless the degeneracy can be lifted. In general the minima are not degenerate: the deeper minimum expands into the false vacua. Therefore, if the phase transition occurs strictly before or after inflation, an acceptable cosmology is obtained only if the minimum at h 0 is the global minimum of the potential, thus restricting parameters of the model potentially coming from UV physics and inaccessible otherwise. The shrinking of false-vacuum bubbles can leave black hole remnants, which are microscopic and evaporate quickly unless the compositeness phase transition happens during inflation, leading to Hubble-sized domains that inflate. In such a case the true vacuum expands into the false vacuum only after inflation, leaving supermassive macroscopic black holes. A related different possibility is that we live inside a false vacuum bubble, which decays fast enough through thermal or quantum tunnelling to the true vacuum. In general, the W, Z bosons can be massive inside the false vacuum: this new kind of minima could have implications for electro-weak baryogenesis.
therefore, their generators are not in the coset G /H that connects the two minima. As a consequence, the two minima are connected by a global but not local transformation, so that they are two distinct points. To see this argument more explicitly, let us consider the broken generators in the coset SO(5)/ SO(4) 
Since they vanish on the 5th component, they cannot perform the shift h → h + πf in (43) . For instance, SU(2) L gauge transformations of the Higgs field with gauge parameters α give
with α ≡ | α|, so that the 5th component is left unchanged. This also shows that, instead, the transformation h → −h is a gauge transformation with α = 1. To summarize, h/f has period 2π, with the gauge symmetry imposing that the potential is an even function of h.
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B Potential in QCD-like examples
In this appendix we discuss in detail potential of pseudo-Goldstone bosons in QCD-like theories.
B.1 Multiple minima from the θ angle
In general to discuss the effect of the θ angle it is convenient to include the heavy η singlet in the effective low energy theory [46] [47] [48] . The low energy Lagrangian is described by a unitary matrix U(N F ) matrix with the action eq. (20a) supplemented by the anomaly term
7 This conclusion is also reached considering the simpler analogous case G /H = SO(3)/ SO(2), closer to our geometrical intuition. One might worry that the Z 2 appearing in the double-covering relation SO(3) ∼ SU(2)/Z 2 could identify h = 0 with h = f π. This is not the case. The SO(3) manifold is the solid ball of radius π in 3 dimensions, with antipodal points identified. This is because any 3-dimensional rotation is uniquely determined by an axis and an angle −π ≤ θ ≤ π, with the two rotations of ±π being the same: this is the Z 2 identification.
The two points h = 0 and h = f π are distinct: h = 0 corresponds to the centre of the ball, whereas h = πf corresponds to the two identified points on the boundary of the ball along a given direction.
such that m 2 η ≈ 3c/N c becomes light at large N c . In view of the determinant, we can compute V anomaly restricting to the diagonal ansatz
obtaining
where
The extrema of the potential correspond to the solutions of Dashen equations
In the limit of small masses these equations impose i φ i = θ, reducing to what written in section 3.2. These equations admit multiple solutions, for certain range of masses. Assuming, for example, two degenerate flavors and a singlet (Q = Q L ⊕ Q N , in section 3.3) we look for a solution with two equal phases φ 2 and a phase φ 1 . Dashen equations take the form
These equations can be solved numerically and lead to multiple vacua for µ c/N . The solutions cross at θ = π where the energy is degenerate breaking CP spontaneously as we now show. An analytic approximation (equivalent to integrating out the η ) is obtained by noting that θ−2φ 2 
which leads to an algebraic equation for sin φ 2 . For µ 1 = µ 2 the solutions are
For µ 1 = µ 2 the solution is simple for θ = 0, π:
where each solution corresponds to two physical points. Considering the mass matrix of the Goldstone bosons the first solution is the global minimum at θ = 0 while the second is the minimum at θ = π. The two vacua are split for θ = π so that the higher minimum becomes a saddle point of the potential approaching θ → 0.
B.2 Examples of coset potentials
We now turn to some explicit theories with SU(N c ) gauge group and lowest number of dark quarks, N F = 2 and 3 and θ = 0. We adopt the standard parametrisation U = exp(iπ a λ a /f ) with Tr λ a λ b = 2δ ab such that the 'dark-pion' Goldstones π a have canonical normalization at the origin.
For N F = 2 the coset group is SU(2) with topology S 3 , a sphere in 4 dimensions. For N F = 3 the SU(3) coset has topology S 3 × S 5 .
8 Its centers U n = e 2πiN/3 1 I for n = {0, 1, 2} can be reached acting as exp(2πinλ 8 / √ 3) on U = 1 I. Furthermore, extra points such as U = diag(−1, −1, 1) can be special for specific gauge and Yukawa interactions.
N F = 2, Q = 1 ⊕ 1:
The case of two dark-quarks charged under an U(1) gauge interaction is realised in QCD with the u, d quarks charged under electro-magnetism (gauge generator T = diag(2/3, −1/3)). The λ a reduce to the Pauli matrices σ a and the three dark-pions form a neutral π 0 and a charged π ± . The coset matrix U = exp(iπ a σ a /f ) = 1 I cos Π/f + iσ a (π a /Π) sin Π/f can be computed analytically, in terms of
The two elements of the center U n = (−1) n 1 I correspond to Π = 0 and πf and they are connected along the π 3 direction as U = exp(iπ 3 σ 3 /f ), with π 3 ranging between 0 and πf . The resulting potential is well known
In QCD V mass dominates over V gauge , such that the only minimum is at Π = 0. We consider a more general range of parameters, realised as dark color with singlet Q possibly charged under hypercharge U(1) Y . V gauge vanishes at Π = 0 and Π = πf ; the two minima are separated by a barrier along the π ± direction, and are smoothly connected along the π 0 direction (analogously to the left panel of Fig. 2 ).
The potential V Yukawa generated by possible Yukawa couplings of Q to scalars is model-dependent. It can generate barriers, and it is flat along π 0 in models where its shift symmetry corresponds to an U(1) accidental symmetry of the Yukawa interactions.
N F = 2, Q = 2:
Alternatively, the fermions Q can form a doublet under SU(2) L with hypercharge Y . The dark pions form a SU(2) L triplet with zero hypercharge. Thereby hypercharge does not contribute to the gauge potential
8 This can be seen defining 9 generators λ ij in terms of the 2 × 2 Pauli matrices σ i of SU(2): λ ij equals to σ i with extra zeroes in the j-th position. Among the 9 generators of SU(2) 3 , one is redundant, merging SU(2) 2 in a S 5 . The usual Gell-Mann basis is λ 1 = λ 13 , λ 2 = λ 23 , λ 3 = λ 33 , λ 4 = λ 12 , λ 5 = λ 22 , λ 6 = λ 11 , λ 7 = λ 21 ,
has three degenerate minima at π The dark-pions π a decompose as 3 ⊕ 2 ⊕2 ⊕ 1 under SU(2) L . The singlet π 8 has zero hypercharge irrespectively of the unspecified hypercharges of the two Q components. Local minima of V gauge have the form U = diag(e iα , e iα , e −2iα ), given that the SU(2) L generators T b act on the first two components. All the minima are of the form U = exp(iπ 8 λ 8 /f ). It is convenient to introduce η ≡ π 8 / √ 3 (non-canonically normalized at the origin) with periodicity 2πf . The antipodal point U = diag(−1, −1, 1) is obtained for η/f = π; the elements of the center U n = e 2πin/3 1 I are obtained for η/f = 2πn/3. The flatness of V gauge along η is lifted by the potential generated by constituent masses:
when setting all the other Goldstones to zero. V mass has a minimum at η = 0 and at η = πf for 2M Q 1 > M Q 2 > 0. The minima at U = diag(1, 1, 1) and U = diag(−1, −1, 1) are split by M Q 2 and a barrier between them in the full potential is created by M Q 1 .
Constituent masses and Yukawa interactions that respect the Z 3 symmetry between the centers can potentially realise the tri-phase scenario of [49] .
